
.—PHILOSOPHICAL PERIODICALS.
THB PHTLOSOPHICAI, REVIEW.—VoL L, No. 1. Prof. J. Wateon—The

Critical Phibmophy and Idealism. [Expounds and enforces the system
of idealism educed from Kant by Caird under the guidance of Hegel.
This article is marked by the lucidity and acumen characteristic of
its author.] Prot G. T. Ladd — Psychology ae so-called " Natural
Science". [It is pointed out that the real value of Prof. James' great
work lies in its purely psychological matter, not in "various exceed-
ingly thin and dubious diagrammatio representations of brain-pro-
oesses occasionally interjected into the discussion of psychological
phenomena". Prof. Ladd's criticism seems to us to be just and
effective.] Benj. Ives Oilman—On (tome Psychological Aspects of
Chinese Musical System. [A careful account of Chinese music,
" based upon observations of performances by native musicians ".] Be-
viewB of books, including a Notice of Spencer's Justice by the Editor,
Summaries of Articles.

AJTKBICAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY.—VoL iv.. No. 2.—Prof. Jastrow
contributes a very interesting series of " Studies from the laboratory
of experimental psychology of the University of Wisconsin".
What he calls "a novel optical illusion" is worth attention. It was
found that if before a rotating disc composed of a large sector of one
colour and a small sector of another, the two differing considerably in
shade, a rod, held horizontally, be passed up and down, the whole disc
seems broken up by horizontal parallel bands of a colour similar to that
present in greater proportion. If the disc be composed of three or more
colours the bands appear composed of several colours, and this holds
even when there is a perfect fusion of the segments! colours with the
disc rotating at a high rate of speed. By changing the conditions of
the experiment it was found that the bands originated probably " dur-
ing the vision of the minority colour," and Prof. Jaatrow puts them down
as due to the persistence of after images. Dr. E. C. Sanford continues
his admirable u Laboratory Course in Physiological Psychology," treat-
ing in this number of taste, smell, and hearing. The further observa-
tions on the brain of Laura Bridgman are described at some length by
Prof. Donaldson, who also,, in connexion with J. L. Bolton, contributes
a paper on the size of the cranial nerves in man.

In the INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ETHICS (Jan., 1892) Brother Axarias
writes on ' The Ethical aspects of the Papal EnoyclicaV and the Rev. J.
Macbride Sterrett gives a well written account of the 'Ethics of Hegel'.
Mr. J. S. Mackenzie prints the first part of a lecture on " The Three
Religions ": perhaps a more significant title would have been " Religion
and Two Half-religions," since his main point is that " while the Agnostic
Religion is nothing else than worship of the unknown, and the Religion
of humanity is in its essence nothing else than the worship of the moral
power in man," true religion—and popular Christianity is its essence—is
the faith that there is no real separation of power from goodness. Mrs.
Hertz contributes an enthusiastic review of Fran von Suttner's novel,
" Die Waflfeh nieder ! " (1891), which is described as " the most forcible
protest ever uttered against the stupendous evils, the egregious madness,
of war "—all the more remarkable as written by a German. Professor
H. Nettleship writes judiciously, but without remarkable originality, on
"Authority in the sphere of conduct and intellect". In the " Discussions"
Mr. James Seth urges familiar arguments in favour of the retributive
theory of punishment, in reply to the papers by Mr. Rashdall'and Dr.
Tonmes; but as he takes the latter's paper as " representative of the de-
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296 PHILOSOPHICAL PBBIODICALS.

mand for the substitution of the ' deterrent' and ' reformative' theories,"
he can hardly be supposed to have read it; since it was a main aim of
Dr. Tdnnies to bring home to his readers the failure of actual legal
punishments .either to deter or to reform, and the necessity of admitting
and acting on this failure.

In the PBOCKEDINOS or THE SOCIETY FOE PHYSICAL BESEABCH (Part xx.)
the most important article is one on " The Subliminal Consciousness,"
by Mr. F. W. H. Myers, in which a comprehensive hypothesis is offered to
explain the recognised phenomena of automatic writing, alternations of
personality, and the hypnotic trance, as well as the more disputed tele-
pathy. Hypnotic experiments have familiarised the world with the fact
that gaps in a man's ordinary chain of memory, such as sleep and trance,
may be filled by psychical activities having a secondary chain of
memory of their own, which is in a sense more comprehensive than
the primary ;—since the fully hypnotised subject as a rule remembers
waking life in the hypnotic trance, but not via vend. It is further
established that the consciousness or cerebration belonging to the
hypnotic state can exercise over the nervous, vasomotor and circulatory
systems a degree of control unparalleled in waking life ; of which Mr. Myers
gives some striking instances, recorded by careful experimenters. To
explain these and cognate facts, Mr. Myers supposes that beyond the
habitual consciousness of any individual there exists a range of conscious
action of unknown extent " forming some part of his total individuality,"
and " included in an actual or potential memory below the threshold of
his habitual consciousness ". This " subliminal consciousness " may be
supposed to include the psychical counterparts of organio processes be-
yond the control of ordinary volition; and Mr. Myers would also refer
to it telepathic impressions, which he supposes to be received by " aid
of adits and operations peculiar to the subliminal self".' Snch " sub-
liminal " psychical activity influences the ordinary or " supraliminal" in
various ways and degrees; sometimes injuriously, as when its disorders
are manifested in hysteria and self-suggested maladies ; sometimes bene-
ficially, as when the hypnotic trance is therapeutically used.

RKTUK PHILOSOPHIQITK.—16* annee, No. 12. L. Dauriac—Un probleme
d'acoustique psychologique. [An interesting exposition and criticism of
Stumpf s theory of simultaneous fusion. This theory is said to be based
on two postulates: (1) That attention, adding nothing to the content of
consciousness, merely discriminates its constituent parts. (2) That the
range of psychical reality is wider than the field accessible to introspec-
tion. These assumptions are contested by M. Dauriac.] M. Fouille'e—
Les origines de notre structure intellectuelle et ce^brale. IL L'eVolu-
tionnisme. [" The forms of our thought are nothing but the essential
functions of our primitive and normal volition, to which correspond the
essential functions of our physiological life." The principles of identity
and sufficient reason are treated from this point of view in an in-
teresting and—so far as concerns Psychology—in a convincing manner.]
G. Seailles—Leonard de Vinci artiste et savant. [An interesting study
of the harmonious fusion of artistic and scientific genius.] J. Passy—
8ur les dessins d'enfants. [A record of observations possessing both
educational and psychological value.] A. Binet—Sur un cas d'inhibition
pgychique. [We fail to catch the true expression of a feature when it is
out of Beeping with that of the rest of the face. Figures are given in
illustration.] Analyses et comptes rendus, etc

• 17* annee, No. L C. H. Dunan—Le probleme de la vie. [Organisa-
tion must be regarded as belonging to the world as a whole, not merely
to particular organisms. Universal organisation cannot be explained as
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a product either of mechanical or of final causes, or of both" combined.]
B. Perez—La maladie du pessimisme. J. M. Guardia—Philosophes
espagnols de Cuba : F. Varela, J. de la Luz. [An interesting article.]
G. Mouret.—Le probleme d'Achilla. Analyses et Comptes rends, e tc

17* anne'e, No. 2. A. Binet—Les mouvements de manege chez les
insectes. [The rotatory movements produced in insects by lesion of
their ganglia are involuntary. They are primarily due to the legs on one
side being more strongly innervated than those on the other, and
secondarily to the physiological associations through which all the legs
co-operate in executing the movement, when it is once begun.] Cn.
Dunan—Le probleme de la vie. [The unity of universal organisation is
simple and indivisible like that of universal space and time. The only
admissible conception of it is that of a metaphsical (ie. hyperphysical)
reality, one in its essence, but evolving itself in time and space under
the form of an endless multiplicity of movements. Its real unity is the
ground of the formal unity of time and space, and of their connexion
with each other.] J. M. Guardia—Philosophes espagnok de Cuba (fin.).
Belot—Justice et socialisme, d'apres les publications re'eentes. [Includes
a criticism of Spencer's Justice.] Notices bibliographiques, etc.

ZKITSCHBIFT F. PSTCHOLOOIB U. PHYSIOIXXJIE D. SINKESOEOANE. Bd.
iiL, Heft 1. H. v. Helmholtz—Versuch, das psychophysische Gesetz auf
die Farbenunterschiede trichromatischer Augen anzuwenden. [A con-
tinuation of the article " Versuch einer erweiterten Anwendivng des
Fechnerschen Gesetzes im Farbensystem " in Bd. ii. of the Zeitschrift
The most important points are: (1) The new determination of the three
ground-colours as carmine-red, ultramarine-blue, and yellowish green
(green of vegetation). The red end of the spectrum is, therefore, no
longer the starting-point for the' Young-Helmholtz theory of colour-
vision. -(2) The referring of the perception of colour-differences to a
more original perception of differences of brightness (HeUigkeit).] R.
Greeff—Untersuchungen liber binokolares Sehen mit Anwendung des
EeringBchen Fallversuchs. The judgment of distance may depend
essentially upon the perspective retinal images of binocular vision
(Wheatstone, Hering), or upon the muscular movements of the eye
(Brlicke). In Hering's Fallvertueh, the reagent judges whether a ball
falls on the near or far side of the fixation-point, under conditions which
are meant to exclude the possibility of such movements. Dr. Greeff im-
proved the apparatus, to meet the objections of Donders; and obtained
the following results. (1) The perception of distance is the same when
the visual axes are converged, parallel or divergent: in the latter case,
provided that the double images are still to be combined. (Noteworthy
for the psychology of sensation is the correction of sensation by theoreti-
cal reflexion, p. 88.) Monocular results were correct in 60 p. c of the
experiments; as probability would lead one to expect, on Hering's
theory. (2) The Fallvertueh gives valid results for greater distances,
where convergence and accommodation do not come into consideration,
provided that the balls are clearly to be seen, and that the distance be-
tween the balls which fall before and behind the fixation-point is large
enough in relation to the remoteness of this point from the eye of the
observer. This relation is definite. Dr. Greeff also experimented upon
binocular vision with monocular reduction of clearness of sight; and
upon binocular vision in cases of squinting.] A. Pick—Bemerkungen zn
dem Anfsatze von Dr. Sommer, " Zur Psychologic der Sprache . [In
Bd. ii. Dr. Sommer described a patient who was unable to give the name
of objects presented to him, tUl he had written them down. It was
proved that the objects did not call np the ideas of their names either
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as heard or seen ; but simply the movements, necessary for the writing
of the names. Dr. Sommer asks: What is the connexion between sight
of an object in this case and the graphic movements ? And are there
known physiological or pathological cases in which memory-ideas can
be called up by movements, and in which amnesia results, if the move-
ments are prevented ? Prof. Pick in answer calls attention to the re-
searches of Charoot, Binet and Ballet. It is certain (1) that for many
normal persons the memory-ideas of words consist of ideas of the move-
ments necessary for writing them down ; (2) that in certain pa&ological
cases words most be written before they can be pronounced ; and (8)
that in all cases where the original constituents of the word-idea? have
been loat by disease a twppUa/ntt fonetumtiie occurs: other constituents
take their place in consciousness,—graphic the place of auditory, e.g.-
This was the state of Dr. Sommer's patient. As regards the first question,
Prof. Pick concludes that ideas of graphio movements formed the connect-
ing-link between the sight of the objects and the movements themselves.]

ABCHTV TUB OKSCEIOHTK DEB PHILOSOPHIC.—Bd. v., Heft 2. E. Zeller
—Plato's MittheHungen Uber frllhere u. gleichzeitdge Philosophen. [A
consideration of the different ways in which Plato, by the dramatic form
of his dialogues, is led to take account of his philosophical precursors
and contemporaries. Most of the author's points had previously been
made in the course of his History, but the subject is one that lends itself
with advantage to the present mode of special treatment Chief interest
attaches, perhaps, to the Protagorean references, here set out at some
length. Noteworthy also is the attempt to connect Antisthenes with
more than one of the positions successively stated and refuted in the
TheaUtui; but how conjectural such attempt is, appears on comparison
with the very different, yet not less confident, surmises of Dr. H. Jackson.
The only point not doubtful—and this is well brought out by the vener-
able historian at the close of his article—is the wealth of allusion to
contemporaries which lies locked up in Plato's artful exposition.
A. Doring—Der Begriff der Dialektik in den Memorabih'en. [Shows
that the Xenophontio Socrates understands tiaXJytty, now in a
stricter sense of -conceptual determination, and now in a wider
sense of general argumentation.] A. Oeroke—Ariston. [A careful
discrimination, in respect of their writings and relations to other
thinkers, between the Peripatetic Ariston of Ceos and the Stoic Ariston
of Chios, who from the first were more or less confounded by the ancient
authorities.] P. Tannery—Deux nouvelles lettres ineditee de Descartes
i Mersenne. [One of them very forcibly confirms what was known al-
ready of Descartes' disgust, in 1646, with the Fundamenta Phyricet of his
whilom ardent admirer Begins.] Jahresberiohte.

YlKBTELJAHRSCHBOT F0B WI88EN8CHArTLICHB P H I L O B O P H I E . B d . x v i ,
Heft 1. A. Biehl—Beitrage zur Logik, L [Discusses the nature of
concepts and of judgment. The logical predicate is always either
actuality (ye., reality for sense) or objectivity (i.e., reality consisting in a
necessity imposed on thought by its objects). This distinction is made
the basis of a division of judgments into two classes. Biehl thinks that
his view of judgment has most affinity with that of Bradley, although he
inverts B.'s use of the terms, subject and predicate^' Ad. Nitsche—
Die Dimensionen dijr Wahrscheixilicheit und die Evidenz der Dn-
gewissheit. F. Bosenberger—Ueber die fortschreitende Entwicklung
des Menschengesohlechts. (Schluss.) B. Seligkowitz—Ernst Platner's
wisBenBchaftliche Stellnng zn Kant. I. A. Marty—Ueber Sprach reflex,
Nativisinus und absichtliche Sprachbildung.

Some Noiictt huvt betn unacoitlably crowded oat
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